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A Note from the Editors
As the nights draw in, the leaves change and are blown golden around the city, we bring
you the 39th issue of From Glasgow to Saturn.
Over the years, a myriad of editorial teams have worked together with staff,
students, and alumni from the University of Glasgow to showcase an eclectic mix of
prose, poetry, and artwork in each new edition. The responsibility for the journal’s
endurance has been passed from one group of editors to the next, all of whom have kept
the essence of From Glasgow to Saturn intact.
There are, of course, many contributing factors for why, luckily, this seems to be
the case. However, the primary reason (we hope you agree) is the consistently
challenging, exciting and thought-provoking submissions each issue receives. From its
very first edition in 2007, From Glasgow to Saturn has striven to showcase work that
has pushed boundaries and inspired a second, third or even fourth reading. Publishing
work that settles nicely on the page is enjoyable for any editor, but to publish work that
strains, that reaches up and draws its readers down and demands attention, is any
editor’s delight.
By the time this issue makes it into your hands, we will be on the cusp of winter
and perhaps navigating those in-between days that are both the last of autumn and the
first of winter. Much of the work you will find between these pages exist in a similar,
undefinable space, often one that is both real and surreal. A human eye rolled out like
phyllo dough; the low long voice of the giant’s causeway; an almost ineffable moment
caught and pinned like a butterfly. These are stories and poems that balance
accessibility and mystery.
We would like to thank Dr Vassiliki Kolocotroni and the English Department at
the University of Glasgow for funding issues 38 and 39. Your donation supports dozens
of writers and artists, both new and established. Without your incredible generosity,
From Glasgow to Saturn simply wouldn’t be possible. A special thank you to Dr Carolyn
Jess-Cooke for all her support and advice.
We hope you enjoy this beautiful collection of work. As always, we want to thank
our contributors, all those who submitted (both successful and unsuccessful) and of

course our readers, whose enthusiasm and support remain crucial to the success of this
journal.
As the cold begins to chew on our daylight and nighttime hours, we hope you find
some time on a blowy snowy morning or in a pink-hued afternoon to relish issue 39.
Editors
Millie Earle-Wright
Swara Shukla
Cameo Marlatt
Claire J Kennedy
Sarah Spence
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the history of eyelids
Rachel Grande
my eyeball was a
pin-prick of nerveendings before it was a
lens and when
evolution cut
my lids from fabric
of a Pterodactyl wing she
smiled and called it
Epiphany
she drafted eyeballs from
genetic accidents rewrote the
photo-receptor into retina and
with her thumbprint shaped
a cup to slice the
light
before evolution unrolled the
human eye like parchmentwrapped phyllo dough she
set her eyes upon a nematode
and named it Page
One
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memoir in half sentences
Rachel Grande
my first word was daddy
drop the chainsaw
cut his hand, call 911
how can I help you
find your mother, she’s
working late, can you fix dinner
is two toaster waffles and a
knuckle sandwich if you don’t
stop the car, can’t find my blankie
isn’t here I never sleep without
inspecting the room for spiders
on my ceiling, help me kill those
mood swings in school again, darling
won’t you grab your brother’s
throat so sore it’s ripped raw
footage of a car crash on I-90
drive east until Rockport turns
rock bottom, can’t keep spending
spare quarters for the parking meter
is almost up, let’s go back to the
field where your dog died
laughing at this video come
see what your mother says
I Love You but
find your own way
home
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Chicken Bones
Julie Rea
I used to wet the bed – my mum would rip up bin bags and place them under my sheets but I’d stopped that by the time we met. It only started again after everything. It was the
summer I turned eleven. My memory of you, is of that shard of glass, dripping with your
blood. I needed a punch bag, so I picked you.
On the Saturday that you moved in to the house opposite mine, it rained constantly.
I leaned against a lamp post and rolled an empty jam jar across my knuckles: I’d trapped a
bee in it and was timing how long it would take for it to die. My T-shirt clung like a layer of
glue, as I watched the cardboard boxes being unloaded. I first saw you as you ran, giggling,
a lemon coloured cardigan over your head. You were ten years old; gap toothed smile,
freckles the colour of tangerines on your arms and face and legs like chicken bones. A new
friend for you Becky, my mum said. I went to my bedroom and peered from behind my net
curtains. I watched as your mum tucked a strand of your long red hair behind your ear,
watched as your dad picked you up and pretended to throw you into a puddle. You laughed
and I swallowed hard; it felt like rust in my throat.
It would be a couple of days before I’d meet you. I was out front, digging up worms
with an old teaspoon. Hello, your mum said, as you stood cowering behind her and toed the
ground. I brushed the dirt off my knees. My mum came out, wiping her hands on a dish
towel, and said hello back. Could the girls play together sometime? asked your mum. You
held onto the waistband of her skirt. Becky would love that, said my mum, as I scraped my
thumbnail along the metal of the dirty spoon. One day soon then, she said, and you gave me
a small wave.
You came to my house the next afternoon. Play nice, my mum hissed at me. You
smiled a lot, but bit down on your bottom lip when you thought I wasn’t looking. I
pretended not to see my mum as she peeked from behind the kitchen curtains. I brought
out my dolls and we sat in the garden. Your shoulders loosened: you were eager for the
company. I sat in the shady part, the grass felt wet and cold against my bare legs. You sat
cross legged in the sun, the tiny white stones on the silver bow you wore, glittered in the
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sun and looked like baby’s teeth. We played with my Barbie’s. You picked the one with long
blonde hair and a peach ball gown, I picked the one with the hair that I’d cut and face
streaked with marker. My one was naked.
Who would win in a fight? I asked, my doll or yours? I twirled my shorn Barbie
around in my hand. I’d made an incision on her stomach with a penknife, the plastic gaped
open, and you shifted nervously from side to side. I’m only kidding, I said, and you laughed.
My mum brought out packets of crisps and orange juice for us. When she went back in, she
wasn’t at the window anymore. That’s when I nipped your arm, the soft fleshy bit
underneath. You yelped in pain and looked at me in confusion. Don’t be a baby, I said, then
went and got my bucket of worms.
Before dad left, he built a green shed at the bottom of our garden. Holding the
bucket in one hand and your wrist in the other, I dragged you behind it. Can I go home now,
Becky? you begged. No, this is fun, but my voice was hard when I said it, and I was glad you
noticed. I put my hand in the bucket, the worms felt slimy and squirmed in my palm. You
started to cry. I saw a look in your eyes I’d only ever seen once before, when I was in the car
with mum and dad. They were arguing and hadn’t noticed a deer on the road. Its leg clipped
the bumper. I screamed. The look in its eye before it hobbled away had been one of
bewilderment; something beautiful that had never known pain or fear before. That was the
look in your eyes too. I grabbed the back of your T-shirt and shoved the worms down your
back.
We stood in the hallway as your mum came to collect you. You stared at your shoes. Red
leather, shiny straps, faint muddy imprint of my trainers. I leaned against the door jamb,
picking a ragged piece of skin at my pinkie nail, and glared at you. I saw them playing out
there, said my mum, smiling. Oh really? said yours, as she nudged your side. I want to go
now, you whispered hoarsely, and leaned your forehead against her hip. I snorted and went
out to the garden. Our Mum’s laughed and said cheerio, I could hear them in the distance. I
laid flat on my back and thought of the dirt beneath the grass, bumpy against my spine, all
the dirt underneath that, and all those layers and layers below that still.
*
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Sunday was the day that I spent with my Dad. He honked the car horn for me to come out.
As I sat on the back seat, I saw you on the swing in your front garden. Your hair was pulled
forward, I couldn’t see your face, and your legs dangled. I bounced excitedly in the seat.
Let’s go dad, I squealed, and we drove off. We always went to feed the ducks and
then Burger King. Dad kept the bread in his glove compartment.
If we see a puddle dad, I said, can you pretend you’re going to throw me in?
Don’t be so daft, Becky, he replied.
I know, I said, it is stupid.
We went to get a cheeseburger. Cat got your tongue, he asked, as I drank my
chocolate milkshake. I silently swirled the straw around in the cup. Okay then, he sighed.
He read his paper and checked his watch. I didn’t feel like talking anymore, but he didn’t
seem to mind.
You weren’t in your garden when we got back. My dad screeched off. Your mum
stood at our gate, arms crossed, talking to mine. She wore red nail polish and had the same
freckles as you. Have you girls had an argument? my mum asked, as I shook my head, and
ran past her.
*
It was two weeks until school started. Mum sat at the kitchen table in her dressing gown.
The ashtray was filled with cigarette butts, she lit up another one. I ate my bowl of sugar
puffs on the couch, watching Tom and Jerry cartoons. Lazy bitch, I said, under my breath. I
put the bowl to my lips and drained it, some spilled, but I didn’t wipe it away, just let it drip
onto my tee shirt. A piano dropped on Tom’s head. I rubbed the milk away with my fingers,
it made my chin sticky. I put the empty bowl into the kitchen sink and turned on both taps.
Remember, said mum, your dad isn’t going to pick you up this weekend.
I know, I shrugged, who cares. The taps squeaked as I turned them off. She stubbed
her cigarette out and walked towards me.
Becky, she said, arms outstretched, but I pulled away.
I’m going out, I shouted, and slammed the front door.
It was hot, the air clung like a rubber suit, the parked cars were rocks from mars. I sat on
the kerb and picked at a scab on the back of my heel. The street was deserted, but I heard
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laughter, kids in the distance, next street over. I put my head between my knees and there
was a rush in my ears, like blood and fizzy cola all shook together. I saw spots when I
opened my eyes. There were red ants all over the road, I put my hand flat, and let them
crawl over my fingers. That’s when I heard you. You hummed a song – Ten Green Bottles. I
stood up and stomped on the ants.
I crouched low and crept across the road. I tried not to breathe as I hid behind the
hedge. I saw you through a gap, you had your back to me; pink dress, hair loose, salmon
coloured strips of sunburn down each arm. I knew there were bruises the size of my fists
under your dress, on your stomach and ribs. I rustled the leaves. You froze and looked
around, wide eyed. I rustled again. Who’s there, you said, and I heard your voice quiver.
Good, I thought, but my hands trembled. I stood up and kicked opened your gate. You
shrieked when you saw me. Leave me alone, you screamed, I hate you. I grabbed your arm
with both my hands, and twisted. I’m sorry Becky, you pleaded, I’m sorry. You bent my
fingers back and wriggled free, then ran through the open gate and out onto the road.
I remember the noise: the shatter of glass as you smashed onto the windscreen; the
loud thud as your body fell onto the tarmac, like a suitcase being dropped from a plane.
Your legs were bent round the wrong way, your neck had snapped like a wishbone. The air
smelled like the inside of a surgical mask, it made me choke. I couldn’t move. In the
distance, I heard your mum howl. I called for my own mum, but she wasn’t there.
Neighbours started coming out to look. A man was kneeling on the road beside the
smashed car, head buried in his hands. I heard an ambulance siren wail. Your hair, fanned
out on the concrete, looked like flattened red tentacles.
*
You were cremated, not buried, because your mum and dad didn’t want you eaten by
worms. As I stood in my bedroom, in my new school uniform, all I could think of was you; a
little girl being burned in a box. Hurry up, said mum, you’ll be late. I put my new shoes on,
shiny red ones with straps, I’d insisted on it. Dad had bought me a new lunch box with a
design of pink teddies on it that I liked from a few years ago, not now; I was too old for it
now. It didn’t matter; I knew I’d be sitting alone in the canteen at lunch time anyway
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Parsley & Lavender
Imogen Whiteley
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Lecture Series 3/Room 6: Prof. Kirsten Long
Introduction to Gastroenterology: The F-Word
Anne Hamilton
Ladies and Gentlemen, disabuse yourselves of the opinion that human beings are wholly
spiritual or mentally transcendent creatures. The enlightenment culture of our eighteenthcentury English neighbours may have optimistically viewed the human race as noble souls
rather than vulgar bodies, but like Swift – yes, Ms. Margolis, I do read above and beyond
Gastroenterology Today and The Scotsman, since I find neither congenial to the breakfast
table. Moreover, I am blessed with a wife – oh, yes, you did hear me correctly – a wife who
worships the literary evening class, a wife I am at liberty to disclose who has been a wife, I
should say my wife, for twenty-four years longer than she has had legal entitlement to be
such within the laws defining this, our democratic country. Yes, like Swift, I am gleeful that
the emphasis on the common filth of life is a slap in the face of philosophers of his day and
our day. It is a dilemma, a dichotomy, a double-edged sword, that human reason has very
little to do with everyday human existence, yet here you all sit, earnestly listening to me
recount the human reason that leads you to invoke the Greek: gastros, enteron, logos, and
thus to practice modern medicine in this field.
And this particular field is a field of shit. Yes, we are entering today, if you will,
ladies and gentlemen, a field of shit. A field so full of shit, that we will make the journey
from being knee-deep in shit, up to our eyeballs in shit, and for the rest of our lives, we will
talk shit.
Let me introduce you, in fact, to the new f-word. Yes, the f-word. Would any of you
care to hazard a guess at this taboo to which I refer? Come, come. Think...
Faeces, ladies and gentlemen. Faeces. I will say it again: faeces. Oh, you snigger, Mr.’s
Llewellyn and O’Rourke. Will you likewise snigger when your patients seek you out with
their snuffles and stutterings, their strange semantics, shifting warily – nae, painfully – on
their seats, as they stumble through explanations, suffer silently into the realms of
discomfort, distress, disease and ultimately death, because they know you find their faeces
amusing?
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You grimace, Ms. Peters, you look uncomfortable; one might joke that you look
constipated. Are you constipated? Constipation is not a condition to be treated lightly. Are
you aware of the number of trans-ischaemic attacks – that’s a stroke to you Mr. Llewellyn –
which occur annually directly due to a patient straining to effect a bowel movement? How
many ocular arterial bleeds result? The number of emergency surgeries wherein you will
re-insert an infected prolapsed rectum into the anus of a fifty-five year old smoking
carnivore? It is a truth universally acknowledged – yes, Ms. Margolis, I quote again, this
time from an era when one might be forgiven for believing bodily functions were all
distilled into optical tears and thus the only squelchings and spurtings emerged from the
punctum of the eye. I repeat, it is a truth universally acknowledged amongst our
gastroenterologist sisterhood and brethren, that this is the one field of medicine, this field
of faeces through which we wade, in which you will never, save in one special instance to
which I refer below, be asked to listen, advise, diagnose, prescribe, reassure, recount,
expound or explain at a dinner party.
Let it not be said that my vocabulary is stunted, let me pander to those of you who
find the taste of shit, especially from the mouth of the female of the species, unpalatable. If
it pleases you we can deny the f-word: we can poo, plop, do a number two, defecate,
evacuate, relieve ourselves, move our bowels, void our back passages. Ask Irynakhty,
Hippocrates, Galen, Lazzaro Spallanzani, von Zimmerman, Stoll, Bozzini, Troisier, Prout,
Stoerk, McLendon, Alvarez and Crohn. Ask Adolf Kussmaul – you will like this Mr. O’Rourke
– who in the year of our Lord, 1868, developed the gastroscope by perfecting the technique
on a sword swallower. Please do not attempt to emulate him, though, as in technical
parlance, the ‘sharp pointy end’ will simply kill you.

Today, we have endoscopes,

colonoscopes, and laparoscopes with which to play. We have GI radiology, hepatobiliary,
oncology, colonic hydrotherapy, epidemiological tracery, rectal proctology, oesophageal
manometry, even electrogastrography, if you must.

We have enemas, suppositories,

Colofax, Distaxid, Azulfidine, Duphalac, Flagyl and Imodium. As such we cover the glorious
faecal spectrum; all roads lead to shit, from Ms. Peters’ constipation to schistomiatic
amoebic dysentery. We can block it, plug it, dry it up, worm it out, liquidise and soften it.
Yet it remains the stuff of life.
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If my crudeness repels, forgive me. It is a beautiful journey from mouth to anus.
Travelling the alimentary canal and meandering the twists and bends of the large intestine
lies akin to driving from the Netherlands to the Italian lakes through Switzerland. Imagine
the journey of your porridge, your Pot Noodle, your pollack, your pasty, as it converts, a
work of art, to faecal matter. Our learned friends in reproductive medicine have us believe
sperm to be the ultimate traveller, but I put it to you, ladies and gentlemen, sperm is but an
opportunist, a might-be, a long-shot – rather like our menfolk in general – oh dear, did I say
that aloud..?
…Thank you, Ms Keeley, I am gratified someone understands that not all my humour
is down the toilet. The remainder of you, please feel free to laugh along with Ms Keeley.
Geographically these fluids are neighbours, culturally they are Wales and Pakistan. What is
it a woman in childbirth most fears? Not the naked gaping vagina, threatened episiotomy,
faulty epidural, or the embarrassment of the fainting sperm bank clutching her hand. She
simply fears that instead of pushing out her infant she will empty her bowels, she will shit
herself. Ironic, is it not, that as a mother, she will spend in excess of the next five years
revelling in the sweet-smelling, endlessly-fascinating, ill-controlled faeces of her offspring.
In fact, caveat emptor – your cue, Mr O’Rourke, to search feverishly through your copious
note-taking– once your profession is made public, you would do well to avoid all social
functions comprising new parents.
I digress.
Sperm has a tentative outcome, food a definite one. Next time you chew, notice how
the food that most resembles faeces going in, is the hardest to form into faces and pass as
faeces coming out. Curries, the kebab – stop salivating Mr. Llewellyn – the sausage. Ah, the
venerable sausage, a good Cumberland sausage smothered in onion gravy and balanced
atop a cloud of mashed potato. Tasty, yes, but it will turn to faeces. It remains a mystery to
me, the last vestige of Victorian prudery, that we dine communally, but shit in private. And
women, quite frequently, do not shit at all. Ladies, it is our sisters’ loss, and I applaud you
who are here now, joining me in my life’s work to rectify so fundamental an error.
Let it never be said, however, that a woman of science is destined to live without poetry. To
this end I share a personal literary assertion known as an ‘anecdote’. In India, below the
Keralan sunrise, shared shitting is a morning ritual; there is no more beautiful sight than a
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row of protruding arses overhanging the tracks of the Darjeeling Express. Ladies and
gentleman, I have seen this unique art form with my very own eyes. Like an orchestra,
dhoti’s are lifted, colons clenched and sphincters dilate. The invisible conductor holds the
beat – allegro, crescendo, climax – and release.
Let my prologue end with that blissful release.
Now I exhort you all to face the fear, embrace the f-word, let your faeces
metaphorically flow. Ladies and gentleman, with this, I invite your questions: talk shit to
me please.
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GALAXIES
Donald S. Murray

1
Constellations should be named after varieties of fish,
to illustrate how they mirror silver in our waters: the swish
of tail and fin reflected in the panorama of stars,
imitating those patterns that cohere
across the universe, as if night’s sky was a pool
echoing the oceans that wash full
tides against the shore. That’s why we should give the cosmos names
which remind us of these shoals: the eels that flame
and flicker trails from Saragossa; the sea-anemone
pulsing like the orange glow of dawn; the predictability
of herring’s orbit, culminating in the salmon
reaping from surge and current the wisdom
it alone divines, providing relief
from the narrow, constrained vision that so often blights mankind.
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2

Salmon scale fish-ladders with astonishing leaps of faith
allowing them to challenge water’s potency and pace
thundering downstream, fuelled by the dark of peat
till that flood’s fierce enough to keep
quicksilver life at bay. And yet these fish continue taking
high steps, twirls, pirouettes, breaking
from the cover of a pool with swift and astonishing ascent
as if they were fixed on conquering the ferment
that life sometimes becomes for all of us
with all its force and fury, surge and swell of discontent.
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3

And so the salmon spirals, breaking loose
to add its sparkle to Andromeda, Betelgeuse,
while deep-water fish burrow, deep below,
to nuzzle those who occupy the shadows,
probing, asking questions to find out all they know
about the netherworld. And so the cod
questions sole and flounder on all they’ve found of God
and angels; the anglerfish casts bait long and distant
to draw in sprits shoaling far from land;
the lanternfish beams light over sediment and sand
to uncover mysteries of existence, while the monkfish contemplates
through the milky gaze of theology, the murk and haze
that cloud around life’s depths. They may have answers but fishmongers find
no time to question them. Instead they sever and divide
head from body, believing nothing can be learned
from those occupying the realm of darkness, the province of the blind.
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Landscape 1
Lesley Mount
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Irish Stones
Three short monologues by famous Irish stones
Peter McCune

The Giant’s Causeway
I am more than just rock, now. I wait in the north of Ulster, the north of the North, tiptoeing above the cold waters of the Irish Sea. I am suspended between the truth of two
stories. In one story I am myth, in the other I am rock.
As myth, I am the aftermath of the Scottish giant, Benandonner. He built his
causeway to Ireland to challenge his rival, Fionn mac Cumhaill, who had a bit of a
reputation for the blarney. When Fionn saw the great scale and strength of the Scottish
giant he fled back home and his wife disguised him as their baby. And when Benandonner
saw such a huge baby he imagined the size of its father and fled back to Scotland, ripping
me up as he went so that Fionn couldn’t follow.
There are other versions of the tale. But they all end the same way, with
Benandonner tearing me to pieces as he makes his way back to Alba.
In the story of rock, I am 39,981 columns of basalt packed tightly together and I’ve
been around for almost sixty million years. Time is almost meaningless when you’ve been
around as long as I have. I began as a huge eruption in the Atlantic and the lava met the
water and cooled and cracked into the columns of my body. The magma was an idea inside
the earth, and the lava was its voice. But sometimes words mean something different once
they’re out in the world, and my shape, my sound, changed in the cold and the water.
Over the millennia, my Thulean body
broke

and drifted

with

the

earth.
I drifted

into

nameless northern places

surrounded by water.
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The names came later: parts of me, my sisters, stretched along
the norðrvegr to Fingal’s Cave in Staffa
and the
black falls
of
Svartifoss.
They moved to
Eylenda
Þyli
Færøerne
Alba
And I stayed here, in Éire, as The Giant’s Causeway. Tha Giant’s Causey, the Clochán
na bhFomhórach—but this sounds thick and foreign to me now. Before that, I didn’t have a
name. The people and faeries came to my steps and hopped and climbed the length and
breadth of me. They called me ‘that place with the steps’ and ‘the pillars’, only they spoke
without letters.
Only a short time ago there were no people. Nor were there faeries. There was wind
and water, and the sun rose into the sky in the morning and sank down into the earth in the
evening. Over the nights, the great eye of the moon winked at me, watching me, as I
watched it. There were the breeiiiiits! and caaoooos! and uuunhs! of birds, the old ones, and
there were the whales who explored the cold waters around me. Their songs were not
broken into twelve semitones; their journeys were not mapped and chartered. I was less
then, no names, no myths, no truths. Just rock.
Croagh Patrick
Reek Sunday again. Fantastic. The fuckin Paddies and Maries have been here since the
break of dawn to walk the height of me just to tell themselves they’re close to their God.
Walking sticks for the pilgrimage cost €3 to buy and €1.50 to rent. These pricks look
ridiculous, traipsing around with their staffs like they’re Moses or Saint Pat himself. They’re
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just broken off bits of the local trees—no polish or treatment to the wood. It’s just sticks—
but I suppose that’s the fuckin point, isn’t it?
‘Come to Connacht, to Croagh Patrick’, they say, ‘walk where our Pádraig walked and
fasted for forty days, just as Christ himself fasted.’
Most of them don’t have a fuckin clue that I was the site of the festival of
Lughnasadh for three thousand years before their Jesus was bawling his eyes out and
shitting himself in a manger in the Middle East. They don’t know old. They don’t know
ancient. They don’t know tradition: traditions like Lughnasadh, or Imbolc, Beltane, or
Samhain. For thousands of years, pagans have celebrated the beginning of harvest on my
shoulders, looking out over my land. I was Éire’s Mount Olympus and the Catholics have
relegated me to a mournful, yearly ramble for good, God-fearing Fenians.
But that’s what I am—it’s what Ireland is—just a big venue to host their religious
parties. They carve and scribble and write their stories onto me. Like a blackboard that’s
never properly cleaned, my stories smear into one another and it’s difficult to tell where
one stops and the other picks up. I am Latin and Gaelic and proto-Gaelic and whatever the
fuck the Neolithics spoke before that—I can’t be expected to remember everything.
Some voodoo folk from Louisiana came to me once. They burned their incense and
spoke of their own gods: the Loa, who borrowed the saints’ names and their virtues. While
our Tuath Dé gave their names and their powers to the Papal pantheon, and they became
less than gods in the bargain. They became the fairies, The Little People, and so few now
climb me in their honour or to celebrate the harvest.
I can feel forty-odd thousand feet on me, so there’s about twenty-thousand of the
bastards wearing away at my paths in the name of their Jew. The devout ones do it in their
bare feet.
‘What’re you doin in your bare feet, Órla?’ says a big-fat anglo-celt with a ruddy face.
‘They say it’s the proper way to do it,’ Órla replies.
‘Who says?’
‘I don’t know, do I?’ says Órla. ‘They—the powers that be.’
‘I didn’t even know you were that bothered about the whole thing.’
‘Ack, I’m not really, but it’s a day out and it’s a nice thing to say I’ve done.’
‘Yeah, it is,’ he says. ‘Well good luck to you, and watch those feet.’
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‘Cheers Seamus. I will. I will.’
At least there’s less that make the pilgrimage nowadays. Though I wonder when
they’ll stop climbing me in the name of their saint or their god? Maybe something new’ll be
around by then; some new pilgrimage to my peak in the name of some other bollocks. To be
left in peace is a fine but pointless dream for a mountain. Look at where I am: gobshites’ll
be climbing me and praying until the very end. The gods change, but the people never do.
Newgrange
There are no completely new people in this land. Only vague repetitions. Reiterations of
gobshites over hundreds of lifetimes—just as there are no truly new names—just
etymology pulling sounds from one generation to the next:
Īveriū — (Hibernia) — Ériu — Éire — Ireland
But there is one that did not belong to the rest. Hibernia. The Romans named it for
winter and you might recognise hibernation in its sounds—so it is still just repetition of
some other sound—some other meaning. This is what I see as I wait in the ground—a dark
stomach that digests the Neolithic dead.
For a while, I am the home of their gods, the Tuatha Dé Danann. But pagan gods die
when only Christian monks record the histories.
Then I am lost beneath hundreds of years before farm hands find me in the ground
as though I’m new.
And now I’m Leinster’s prime tourist attraction—invaded, touched, oooed and
aaahed at by American tourists who drink green Guinness and say they’re Irish. By
Germans and Japanese, and even Norwegians (a pleasant change from the Vikings who
killed and farmed above me as I slept).
‘This is a Neolithic stone pathway building,’ says the tour guide (a woman from
Limerick called Órla), ‘and we don’t know much about those who built it, but we call them
the Neolithic stone pathway builders.’
Some tourists laugh at this, and their words sink down into me.
‘Das ist ein guter Name für die Erbauer.’
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‘This tour guide’s an eegit!’ says another in a broad Belfast monotone.
‘わかる、ナルミ？これよりジャイアンツ・コーズウェーのほうが印象的なんだ
。彼女ほとんどわからないぞ。’
‘Hva er det som er morsomt, Solvi?’ one of them says. ‘Hva sier hun? Snakker hun
engelsk eller irsk?’
‘The structure was built as early as 3000 BC,’ Órla announces, over the whispers and
mutterings of the tourists, ‘so it’s older than Stonehenge and the Egyptian pyramids.’
‘Oooo,’ say the tourists, then ‘aaaaaaah.’
‘Now we’re going inside,’ says Órla, ‘so be prepared for the dark. This is fierce dark.
Black dark. You won’t’ve seen black dark like this before.’
They clamber down my throat giggling as they bump into one another in a blackness
that is not the absence of light but the presence of darkness, of earth and the memory of the
people who buried themselves inside me.
Órla turns on her torch and the light bleaches the air.
‘On the Winter Solstice,’ she says, ‘this entire chamber fills with light as the Sun lines
up perfectly with that hole in the roof there. It used to mark the rebirth or nature’s bounty,
of their crops and their animals… or something like that.’
‘Ooooo,’ says the chorus, then ‘aaaaahhhh.’
And she’s right. She’s absolutely right! The circle signified rebirth when they made
me, and it means the same thing today. But when seen from thousands of years away, this
circle kicks off its axis in tiny increments each time, missing itself and spiralling into the
ground in messy patterns. When listened to over thousands of years, there are no
completely new voices in this land, but there are no originals left, either. There are only
misspoken repetitions and mispronounced words—reiterations and reinventions over
hundreds of lifetimes.
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Lindaville
Maria Sledmere

‘You named the town after me?’ She spoke with a country drawl foreign to this part of the
world. None of the inmates talked like that, not one in all the time he’d spent inside. They
were all mid-city, their throats gravelled thick with familiar grit. Tongues cut rough on
noxious curses and shavings of shattered glass. The shouting and laughing, the doorslamming whirls of everyday chaos. Even before the sentence, his life was a rubble of
mutual disasters. But somehow among them he’d met this beautiful girl, selling crack on
the corner with the sun setting like a firebomb behind her, silhouetting those fine dark
curves.
A long time had passed since then. Years. More than just the curves and tan had
faded.
‘Yes I did, Linda,’ Gary said, humble and awkward. ‘It’s called Lindaville.’
Moments passed in the attic, Linda’s head poking through the floorboards as she
looked around. Eventually, he helped haul her up the last rung of the ladder and she was
pressed against him, small in the close warm space. Stretched out before them was the
miniature village he’d been working on awhile now. Many of the figures were eBay finds,
but some were completely handcrafted; the products of sleepless nights spent staring at
YouTube tutorials, trying to weld bits of plastic together. He’d learned a few practicalities
in prison.
‘It’s…adorable,’ she gushed, her voice drowned out by the sound of the train looping
round its track.
‘I can see why you’ve spent so much time up here.’
‘Yeah.’ He adjusted the position of a pine tree. In secret, he was very proud of his
village—his city. When he was at work, he thought about the train and the trees and the
little figures, stoating about even when he wasn’t present. Frying eggs or flipping burgers,
he thought about what he could do next to bring the place to life. Once, a waitress asked
him:
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‘Where do you go when it’s dead, when there’s nothing to do?’
‘I’ve got my wee town. I think about the roads and the houses. Everything going on
inside, outside…You can picture everything at once, it takes me right away.’
The waitress, he noticed, raised her eyebrows. Very plucked ones, shaped in straight
lines of permanent severity.
‘That’s nice.’ She snapped her gum. ‘I guess I just go for a smoke.’
The town was everything to Gary. He couldn’t imagine a place more ideal; it was so close to
fruition. He couldn’t imagine living with Linda without it. That Linda seemed to like his
project was a blessing beyond words.
She would find him past midnight sometimes, hunched at the makeshift desk in the
attic painting models. He was deft with his fingers. He’d put on the radio to listen to cowboy
dramas till dawn. He liked when they stopped shooting guns and chilled in saloons instead.
The bright-lit kitchen at work was another realm entirely. Everything saturated—the
tomatoes, carrots, onions, peppers. He just needed to transfer that colour to his drab
surroundings at home, to give Linda the vibrant life she’d long been denied.
‘I want everything nice for you,’ he told her, showing her how to operate the switch
on the train tracks, ‘a place we can go to that’s good.’
They never went out for dinner. They never went to gigs or bars or bingo halls. She
came home with handfuls of pretty gauze, cheap jewellery, branded trainers and video
games. He pretended not to notice when she went off in the morning to flog it all. When
walking to work, he pictured himself drifting along a street from his village, staring up at
the painted buildings. There were endless combinations of routes to take. Sometimes he
would go home and rearrange them, realising some glitch in the various trajectories.
They had a deal: she would stay clean and he would stay sober. She would do the dishes
and he’d cook. She would be a passive beacon of joy and he would build her a world.
It hadn’t always been this way.
Gary knew a man inside that inspired him. Mark. He wasn’t his cellmate, but once a
week all prisoners were allowed free reign to visit other rooms. There was only a vague
stipulation of supervision so this was often a good opportunity for deals in drugs or
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improvised weaponry. Gary, however, just wanted to hang out. Mark was a little younger
than he was. Maybe late-thirties. Gary never asked what he got put away for, but he sensed
it was something very serious, because he knew Mark had been in there at least ten years.
Nobody really talked to him, so naturally Gary suspected something awful like
manslaughter or rape. There was a softness to Mark he couldn’t quite fathom.
For years, Mark had been building a city in his cell. At first, it was just chalk lines on
an old blackboard. Erased and rearranged, honed into neat parallels. Miniature cars and
Monopoly houses gleaned from the prison toy box used to amuse the children of visitors. It
was good too to keep inmates amused. But the scales were all wrong. Mark worked hard to
earn money in jail. He did it legit. There was a lathe in the workshop basement downstairs
and he slogged away at it whenever the opportunity presented itself. He learned to cut hair,
to clean toilets to industrial sparkle. It was a shame that nobody noticed his efforts, that he
didn’t make friends that way. But he earned enough money to start buying things. Items
from mail-order catalogues that were specially requested—nobody was allowed to use the
internet. Prison guards would watch him on slow hours with intrigue, shooting sarcastic
questions about the point of his art. He didn’t call it art; he called it practise. Building. He
tinkered in the workshop after hours, fitting together tiny slats of wood for chairs and
sheds and trees, welding plastic strips for roads. Gary saw him one day, stacking up all
these bite-sized houses, and instantly fell for the whole damn process.
‘The thing about miniaturing,’ Mark said, ‘is that you’re completely in control.’
Every Friday morning, they would sit in the slant of sunlight that fell through the cell
and Mark would demonstrate every detail of the city to Gary. They were, in those hours,
five-year-olds sharing a toy. Mark had many narratives for his town – the history of its
people, how one area rose to become a business district while the other fell away into
urban decay. Sometimes, he would slur his dialogue with some racist comment. Gary
suspected that Mark had lost the ability to distinguish individuals from groups altogether;
he’d started to see society entirely through the segments of population he’d set out for his
miniature city. On Wednesdays, they shared a workshop together and while Mark banged
out furniture for the prison, earning his keep, he supervised Gary’s creation of various tiny
items—the initial materials of his own bright city.
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Mark confessed once that he’d learned to do all this with his father. They had a
rainy-day relationship which brought them together, making dollhouse furniture for his
little sister, or fashioning mechanical train sets from scratch. Mark’s dad had been an
engineer. A real man, he’d said. Gary understood that Mark’s father died under tragic
circumstances, young enough to leave his son free to drift into criminal abyss.
Chopping carrots, chopping wood. Slicing metal, slicing food. There was a rhythm to
Gary’s life that daily seduced him. He no longer thought about time as this endless, amoebalike thing that multiplied and drifted and swarmed beyond his control. He could cut it to
size, shape out the day with practical activity. He thought of pilgrims hulking logs of wood
for fires. He thought of lovelorn, ancient widows sewing great tapestries, tightening the
thread with vigorous tugs as said fires crackled before them. In history, there were always
worlds being created. He had let this one slip away for too much of his life, but now it was
back in his grasp. He had calluses to prove it, splinters engrained in his hands from the
wood.
Linda looked upon him with the dreamy haze in her eye. He feared she was no
longer entirely there. He took her downstairs and served her soup he’d brought home from
the restaurant. She ate like a child, making a mess and shaking as she lifted the spoon to her
lips. The little track marks on her arm reminded him of molehills scarring a field. She
covered them in powder but he could still see them.
He modelled the city in his attic after the ideal American town, mid-west, some place off a
dirt-track highway, gleaming with middle-class wealth in peak 1950s glory. In prison, he’d
started making maps on the back of menus, sketching out essential ingredients: a postoffice, town hall, a strip of shops, café, garages, gas station, car parks, salons, houses. A
square with a fountain, a few backyards with geometric dimensions. He watched, whenever
he could, films about America: absorbing the ideal reality of a pastoral town, how this could
be scaled up to a city. When he made his town, he filled it with all the good things, the
diners and steak-houses, stuffing it with plastic joy—anything but the corrupt suburbs of
his youth.
There would be no 7/11s, crack dens or burned-out record stores.
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He perfected this world for her, for Linda. He somehow knew that if he built her this
solid reality, they could rise above all the turbulence of their history: the stumbling
alcoholic mornings, the time that dissolved in their fingers as they lay on the living room
floor, destitute as death itself. The sound of the cops banging at the door. Another deal
passed into the ether.
One Wednesday morning, he’d arrived at Mark’s cell only to find someone else was
in there, a prisoner with a fungus face of strange tattoos. Gone was the model city; through
the tiny bars of a window Gary saw a stack of truck magazines instead. Here was some
other guy side-tracked from the highway of life. He asked the guard if Mark had been
moved.
‘Hanged himself,’ the guard said coldly. It was only later that Gary discovered how
Mark had used the vinyl belt of his tracks to do it.
He climbed up the ladder to the attic, his limbs aching from a twelve-hour shift. He sat in
the shaft of light and looked upon his world. The train chugged round with satisfying
accuracy. It existed in a pristine model of time, this soothing loop.
When Linda used to get high, she would suck him into the void with her. They’d fuck
on the sofa, slowly and uselessly. They’d fall asleep with melted brains; the TV flickering its
background storm of elections and wars.
When Gary was in prison, Linda had to sell the telly. Now they spent their nights
apart, she out in town and he at work or in the attic. She dressed up so nice sometimes he
felt that wrench of pride. A girl her age with a figure like that. He didn’t know how she did
it. How she could afford the clothes, how she kept her flesh so close to the bone.
He had an early memory of his mother walking out of the shower, stark naked, the
mist from the steam still clinging to her body, the skin jiggling as she wrapped herself in a
towel. He gripped the radiator, waiting for her to do the tie on his school uniform. His
father walked out of nowhere, boots on the carpet, smelling of cloying booze. That stale
smoke stench on his jacket from the night before. How he wrenched back the shower
curtain, retched like a beast. Stood up without wiping his mouth and shoved his hand
between her legs. Gary watched as she yelped, slashed him with the towel.
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‘I’m sick of this,’ he’d said eventually, five years later, when she’d descended the
stairs with fresh bruises. They’d packed their bags, just Gary and his mother. He wished he
could say they never looked back. She still pined for his father, the photo albums under her
bed in the council flat where she hadn’t left since Gary did. He knew the phone number
tucked in her purse; he’d tried ringing it himself several times, but the line was dead. He
couldn’t remember his father’s accent, his growls or vowels—only the screwed-up scowl on
his face. He thought sometimes of the photographs, fading beneath his mother’s bed. A frail
reality barely captured.
‘Lindaville.’ Linda was on the phone. Giggles mixed with her languid drawl. Gary
listened to her, head pressed against the wall. He hadn’t eaten in a while; it was nice to melt
into the possibilities of her voice instead, his blood sugar diffusing a liquid sense of
presence. He imagined her as he did when managing the pass at work, this iridescent girl
with her rolls of curls, smell of menthols wafting through plasterboard walls.
‘He made me a fucking village, can you believe it?’ she sneered. ‘Like, a goddamn toy
town.’
‘You need to get shot of him honey, he’s crazy,’ the voice crackled from the other
line. ‘It’s been a long time coming.’
‘He’s good to me I guess.’ The room darkened.
‘Are you coming out tonight?’
‘Of course…’ She pressed the phone close to her chest, listening for Gary. She heard
him shuffle upstairs to the attic.
‘I just gotta score,’ she added, whispering. A moment later, she hung up the phone,
glanced in the dusty mirror and reapplied her matte pink lipstick, marvelling at its evil
fuchsia. As she stepped out into the night, the door closed behind her, the lock slipping in
place like a magazine spilled down the stairs.
That evening, Gary didn’t spend long in the attic. The town was close to perfection. He slept
easily with the window open, dreaming of his childhood street. There were dogs that
shuffled along the pavement behind their owners. He remembered the milkman, the
postman, the lady that went with pamphlets advertising hell and damnation. The shady
cars at the end of the back lanes who’d sell you marijuana for the price of Parma violets.
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Somebody slamming the bars of a cell. Others had written the days on the wall.
They’d drawn tallies on scrap paper fragments, the excess pages of legal documents they’d
signed and sealed a long time ago. This page is left intentionally blank. But they filled it with
days, the full gorge of hours that saddled them to trapped temporality. Gary never did that.
He resented the act of recording his time. He let it wash over him, gave himself up to
eternity. Somehow, the days went quicker that way.
His mother shouting from the room below. Voices through the floorboards, the
walls.
Linda would yelp just so when he pinged off the back of her bra strap. It was the
rehearsed, pantomime effect he’d noticed in so many pornos.
Linda had her own world, that was true.
He woke up that night and she wasn’t there beside him. This was unusual. He shuffled
downstairs, filled the kettle and scratched at the tiny scar on his cheek.
His first thought was to check the attic. He sometimes panicked that a storm would
hit while he was asleep, smash his town to material splinters. It would be the end of things.
Climbing up the ladder, a dread set in his heart. He knew. It was all rubble. The little
figurines split, the houses crushed underfoot. The plasticine trees stamped to the ground,
the roads upended, torn.
Something had wrecked it all.
Linda, of course, was the storm.
He found her passed out on the living room sofa, pockmarks fresh with blood on her
arms. So this was her chosen, vapid reality—the detritus of another night spilled clean
before his eyes and suddenly he understood all her moods and secrets. They had their
respective paraphernalia. Only, he wasn’t going to let it go to rubble again. He took a black
bin bag, scooped up the remains of his town, packed a rucksack of clothes.
When the bus arrived, spluttering like some beast from another world, he felt safe
for the first time since those early workshops with Mark. He had no idea where he was
going, but he had the raw materials for somewhere, someplace new. He just had to find that
base to settle on, and this time he would not settle for less.
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Calanais
Maria Sledmere

Old crofter, baby animal vision
lifts in the moon-skimmed brink of sky
a chance riff, these piano notes sown
in full loam of twilight, a cold indigo
worries the score of thought
in triplets of instigate milk
or desire-lined spillage:
these sheep, the spread cattle and emerald at the nape
of the land, chains that shiver in the sea-blown wind,
peach flesh gloss of far-off water.
A lighter won't light; a shadow dips
its jewelled reality down southern hills, crystals cement
undiscovered caves. The green and b l u e
breathe in each stone

a pocket

of the melancholic's

dappled gods, folded concrete
form of before;
the salt-foliage, fence creak
set against the celeste
of the sea's warm bleep:
a starriness ersatz imagining.
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Demeter
Imogen Whiteley
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EST (+5)
Anthony Daly
Climbed a pine
in the garden
cut off an arm
holding a hornet’s
nest like a bluebird
and you said that
June would last and I
remembered the sun
like polished wax
and flies like freckles
on the sky and thought
it was today maybe
yesterday when
you came
crying in the heat slick
and wood hiss of burning
brown and yellow, I heard
you
five hours over
salt swells
tomorrow
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Sacandaga
Anthony Daly

Blades waving

20 miles off route 9

on asphalt banks

along

Crystal shores. River

South Shore Rd

black-river — tannic

over the bridge

Pockets by the gas

Blue-white stop

-station heat haze

-sign

Exhaust fume

Smoke-screen

mirage at noon

daydream

Engine sounding

Flooded

through the trees

Adirondack

Coyote memories

Modest mouse, salt

under leaves

breathes

The window, coloured

An old brown boat

gold, soft pine

green streaked

Serrated aluminum

Citronella mosquito

cans cut

coils

Spring red

Yellow petals

wrung hands

running wet

electric
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Here and There
Stephen Barrett

‘Let’s get some provisions as well,’ she says.
‘Okay.’ He pulls into the petrol station and gets out to fill the tank. ‘Aren’t you going in?’
She shakes her head and sort of smiles. ‘If I go alone I’ll just go nuts.’
He watches the digits on the pump run up, wrap around, and keep running. He watches
them flicker.
‘Nearly done?’ She leans towards the driver’s window.
‘Nearly there.’ He watches the digits on the pump and feels the cold of the handle and
its pull in his fingers. The morning is fine and cool and clear. He breathes in deep, sucking
on the sharp petrol smell that makes his nostrils sing. The handle snaps and the filling is
done. He places the nozzle back in its cradle and flexes his fingers.
They go into the shop and she picks up a basket. She crooks her arm, holds the basket
there, and takes his hand. She squeezes his fingers and wants his hand to be there always
for walking round supermarkets and going away on long weekends.
‘What shall we get?’ she asks.
‘I don’t mind. I’m not too hungry right now.’
A flutter of anger passes through her stomach but she keeps hold of his hand. ‘We’ll
want something later. Something light. I’m going to be good. We’ll get there sooner if we
don’t have to stop for long. A quick picnic?’
He looks at her and smiles. ‘We’re not in any hurry.’
She stops in the aisle with the basket on her arm. ‘Darren?’ she says. ‘You still want to
go, right? You’re not just going because I want to?’
He squeezes her hand. ‘Absolutely, honey. I’m more than happy.’
She picks up low-calorie sandwiches, holds them up to him and grins. She tests some
peaches and puts two in the basket. She pulls him over to one of the huge refrigerators and
picks up a pork pie. ‘I know you love these.’
He smiles for her. ‘Thanks, sweetheart.’
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She walks them quickly down the snack aisle and grabs some crisps and soft drinks
and says, ‘Right! Time to get moving.’
They take the basket to the counter and he insists on paying. She feels better, like he
has forgiven her for something.
The sun is still shining and the air remains cool. He opens the passenger door for her,
passes in the bag of food, gets in and starts the car.
‘We’ll wait until we’re off the motorway to eat,’ she says.
As they sit at the lights he watches the people on the street who seem to be smiling,
laughing, as if the autumn holiday has lightened them all. He smiles too.
‘Why the smile? What is it?’ she asks.
He turns and smiles for her and she smiles back.
‘It’ll be a great weekend,’ she says. ‘Just you wait and see.’
‘It’s a great weekend already.’ The steering wheel is steady in his hands, the car heavy
with fuel, as he pulls away from the lights and moves gently through the gears.
She glances over at his wrist but can’t see his watch. She finds herself chewing her lip.
‘Can I turn on the radio?’ She watches his face.
‘Of course, sweetheart, go ahead.’
She finds a station she likes and casts him a sideways glance, but he’s concentrating on
the road, so she leaves the dial there, with the pop playing quietly. She takes out her phone
and flicks through the photos.
‘He’s getting so big!’ She swipes quickly onto the next photo. ‘It’s been too long since
I’ve seen him, the little cutie!’ She flicks on again. ‘I’m too far away. I’m going to miss him
growing up.’ She flicks back again. She holds up the phone to him while he watches the
road. ‘He’s already too big for the onesie I sent. I’ll get him another one as soon as we get
back.’ She looks down at the phone.
She flicks through more photographs and finds herself feeling antsy. ‘What time is it?’
He glances down at the dash. ‘Just after two-thirty.’
‘We should be there by seven then, right?’ She looks out of the window. ‘I hope the beds
are good. The bed had better be good.’ She pats him on the thigh and tries to wink. He
laughs and she leaves her hand on his thigh for a while.
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He glances down. Her hand is small, quite white, slender, and warm on his leg. He can’t
see why she hates her hands, wants to change how she looks. He reaches down with his left,
and strokes her knuckles briefly and places his hand back on the wheel.
When they leave the motorway and turn on to country roads she says, ‘Time for our
picnic.’ He pulls into a lay-by and opens his door.
‘Let’s just eat in the car,’ she says. ‘It’ll save time.’
She eats quickly and looks at her phone while he finishes his pie. He passes her the
wrapper and empty bottle which she shoves quickly into a bag with her rubbish. He can
feel her relief as he starts the car and pulls out into the road.
The moor stretches out as far as he can see. The beginning of a mist sits on the rugged,
unapologetic land, and he can almost feel the gorse, heather, and rock in his fingers. He
loves the tiny rivers that are its veins. The water would taste of peat and of stone. He feels
his tongue clack behind his teeth. ‘Jesus, it’s beautiful here,’ he says. ‘Look at that, Jenny.’ He
nods towards a stubby crumbling bridge.
She looks up and sees the empty road ahead. ‘Do you still think we’ll make it before
seven?’ He says almost certainly, so she texts Natasha again. ‘You don’t think the traffic will
be bad further north?’
‘I’m sure we’re fine,’ says Darren.
She chews her lip and rubs the screen of her phone with her thumb. He is doing the
driving so she should leave him alone. Tonight, when they finally get there, they’ll cuddle
up in the cottage and it will be perfect. Tomorrow morning they’ll have a big breakfast although she will try to be good - and she can spend the rest of the weekend with her two
favourite boys, her lovely big sister, and her sister’s man.
‘You and Eric could go hillwalking on Sunday,’ she says. ‘I’ll be busy with the most
gorgeous nephew in the world.’
‘Look!’ Darren says, pointing to the right, into the mist.
‘What?’ she says.
‘Can’t you see him?’
‘What?’
‘A stag! A beauty.’
‘No,’ she says. ‘I was saying on Sunday you could go hillwalking with Eric.’
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He is watching the road and stealing glances into the murk. He turns to her briefly.
‘Christ, he’s magnificent.’ He looks into the mist again. ‘Magnificent.’
It’s twilight when they pull into the driveway. The car tyres chew up the gravel in a
welcoming scrunch and the steering goes a little slack. Darren rolls down his window and
tastes the night air. It’s cold and he smells grass and trees heavy with damp.
The cottage is pretty. He’d imagined it grey or rough-cast, instead it’s built from warm
stone. The window frames look like oak and are postcard perfect. The front door is solid
and arched with a knocker square in its centre. Darren takes a deep breath and stretches
the muscles in his arms and legs. ‘Beautiful,’ he says.
Jenny has taken off her seatbelt and is leaning forward into the windscreen, craning
her neck to peer into the cottage windows. ‘Can you get the bags, Darren? I need to say
hello.’ She opens the car door too quickly and it bounces back on her shin. She kicks it open
again and pulls herself out of the seat. She grabs her handbag and trots to the front door. As
she reaches for the knocker the door opens and Natasha stands there dressed in pyjamas.
‘Hello!’ shouts Jenny, reaching out for a hug.
’Sssh!’ Natasha is still smiling but holds up a finger to her mouth. ‘We just got him
down.’
Jenny’s heart drops into her stomach and for a moment she doesn’t trust her throat to
make sound. She steps into her sister’s arms; holding her tight she tries not to cry.
‘When did you put him down?’
‘Just about half an hour ago. Eric’s still with him.’ Natasha bends sideways and looks
around Jenny. ‘So …?’
Jenny grabs her hand. ‘Yes! Oh yes!’ She shouts at the back of the car. ‘Darren, come and
meet my sis!’
‘Sssh!’ Natasha is still smiling but Jenny winces.
‘Sorry,’ she whispers. ‘Sorry!’
Darren arrives at the doorway with the weekend cases. He puts them down slowly, just
inside the doorway, steps in softly, and says, ‘Hi, Natasha. Lovely to meet you.’
Natasha reaches up and gives him a hug and a peck on the cheek. ‘You’re very welcome
here, Darren. Lovely to meet you at last.’ She gives Jenny a nudge. ’Tall one, isn’t he?’
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Jenny touches Natasha on the arm. ‘I wish I’d seen him. Before he went to bed.’
Natasha touches Jenny’s arm. ’If we don’t get him down before seven it’s Armageddon.
Come in, come in. Just leave the cases there; we’ll get them later.’
Natasha leads them into the living room. Jenny pulls Darren towards the sofa and they
sit.
Natasha sits cross-legged on the floor beside the fire. ‘How was your journey?’
Jenny lets out a sigh. ‘Long. Really, really long.’
‘It’s a beautiful drive up,’ Darren says.
‘Isn’t it?’ Natasha nods and then stands up. ‘Sorry, what was I thinking? You must be
parched. What can I get you? A little gin and tonic, perhaps?’
‘That sounds ideal,’ Darren says.
‘Oh, I wouldn’t say no,’ says Jenny. ‘Apart from the “little” part. Let me give you a hand.’
She jumps up from the sofa and lets go of Darren’s hand. She follows Natasha through to a
large kitchen. ‘Very nice,’ she says.
‘Oh we really lucked out.’ Natasha fetches a lemon, ice, and tonic from the fridge.
‘Did you remember the low cal?’ Jenny asks, reaching for the glasses.
‘As per instructions.’ Natasha pauses, tilts her head to one side. ’Sorry we had to put
Charlie down before –‘
‘Oh no, don’t be silly.’
‘It’s just that if we didn’t it would be the end of peace as we know it.’
‘Of course, Tash. Of course. Don’t be silly.’ Jenny places the glasses on the countertop as
gently as she can. She watches Natasha make the drinks. ‘So what’s the plan?’
‘For tonight?’
‘For tomorrow. For the weekend.’
Natasha shrugs. ‘Just take it easy and go with the flow. We can’t be too set. Life is all
about flexibility now.’
Jenny’s chest is a little tight and she feels her cheeks flush. ‘Plenty of time for auntie
cuddles though?’
‘Oh that goes without saying, Jen. Of course.’ Natasha gives her a nudge. ‘Darren seems
nice. And tall. Nice and tall.’
Jenny laughs. ‘He is tall. And nice. He swears he’s ready to be grilled by my family.’
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‘Just as well.;’ Natasha takes up two glasses and nods towards the remaining one.
‘That’s the low cal. Right, time for the grilling. I won’t be taking any prisoners.’
Darren watches the leap and lick of the flames in the fireplace. A piece of wood slips
and a tiny shower of sparks bursts up the chimney. The solid musk of burning wood sinks
into him.
Natasha hands him a clinking glass. ‘One G and T. Cheers, Darren!’ The crystal is
textured and very cool. He takes a good draught and savours the dryness on his tongue and
down his throat.
‘This is a lovely place, Natasha,’ he says. ‘Really peaceful.’
‘Yes I was just saying that we got pretty lucky.’ Natasha sits on the floor once again. ’So
did you two share the driving?’
‘Oh, I was happy to do it,’ Darren says.
Jenny reaches out and takes his hand once again. ‘Darren enjoys driving.’
‘Well that’s very chivalrous of him, letting you enjoy the view, Jen.’
After a couple of drinks Natasha goes to check on Charlie. She comes back smiling and
says, ‘Daddy’s dozed off too. I’ll have to introduce you in the morning.’
Darren laughs and says, ‘That’s quite all right. I’ll leave you two ladies to catch up. I’m
bushed.’
Jenny gives him a kiss and says, ‘I won’t be long, sweetheart.’
‘Take your time, honey. Have a good chinwag.’
After moving their cases through to the bedroom, Darren digs out his wash bag and
finds the bathroom. The small window is open and the room is cold and fresh. He can hear
the sound of a breeze through leaves. While he brushes his teeth he enjoys the taste of the
toothpaste zinging around his gums and he looks out above the mirror into the starlit sky.
Every now and then he catches the scents of the night through the tang of the mint. After
washing his face he enjoys the soft fullness of the towel and his skin is tingling alive. He
makes his way quietly to the bedroom, turns on the bedside lamp, takes off his clothes and
lays them on the armchair. Naked, he slips beneath the heavy duvet and turns off the light.
He lies on his back and stretches his limbs, filling the length of the bed, then curls up to
sleep.
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Jenny drinks more gin. She knows she is angry but can’t quite catch the reason. She
asks Natasha about the weekend once again but is frustrated by another vague answer. She
thinks she must be tired.
‘I’d better head to bed, Tash,’ she says.
‘You must be shattered. It’s quite a trip.’
‘Yeah. It certainly was.’
’Sure I can’t tempt you with one for the road? The long road down the hallway?’
Jenny is already out of her seat. She puts her glass down on the table, leaving some gin
swishing inside. ‘I’d better head.’
Natasha gets up and gives her a hug. ‘Sure thing. Sleep tight, Jen.’
‘What time will you be up?’ asks Jenny.
‘Oh, whenever. Trouble will be up at the crack of dawn so, you know …’
‘Okay,’ says Jenny. ‘See you first thing.’
Natasha shakes her head. ‘Don’t be silly. It’s supposed to be a romantic holiday for you
two.’
Jenny goes to the bathroom and washes quickly. She wipes off her makeup and sees
herself in the mirror trying not to cry. She tells herself she’s being stupid. She turns off the
light, steps into the hall, and turns back again, unsure if she brushed her teeth. She turns on
the light and sees the head of her toothbrush is wet and, now that she thinks about it, she
can taste toothpaste. She gives herself a ticking-off and goes into the bedroom.
The room is solid black with no light coming from outside. She turns on her phone and
uses the screen as a torch. She can make out Darren’s shape curled on the other side of the
bed. She undresses to her underwear and stops. She holds up her phone again to see
Darren’s clothes on the armchair, his boxer shorts on top. She feels too exposed, too raw,
and there’s still the anger. She keeps on her underwear and gets into bed. In the dark she
realises her heart is beating hard. She tries to imagine something sweet. Unready to close
her eyes she stares at the night and thinks of tomorrow.
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Alauna
Michele Waering

Alauna, ancient goddess, breathed
over Clyde water gathering glimpses
of sun-glinting turquoise
laughing girls on the shore
entranced by giant white molluscs—
tide-woven from kelp and swansdown
in dream mists—
Langbank timber pools jut rotten
teeth of new gods
skeletons of soul-ships laid down
died become caulking, coral—
Ever-leaving marvels
let go of wood and work—
sail out with pride, regret
tide-woven, dream-breaking—
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The Music in the Piano Stool
Ewan Gault

The parks are locked at dark, the churches locked all day. The supermarket is open 24
hours, but they’ve ushered me out of there. The locked cafe keeps soft drinks in a
refrigerator a few degrees warmer than here. Locked inside every car is a windless, rainless
bubble, an unsodden soft seat. Whiteboards covered in yesterday’s lessons are locked in
classrooms, in schools, in minds. On the railings of the footbridge over the river, teenage
couples have attached padlocks, their initials tippexed in hearts, the keys thrown into the
water. Prisoners are curled up, tucked up, banged up in the big building full of battered
doors. Even the dead are buried snug in graveyards surrounded by spiked fences and
heavily chained gates.
The underwater burble of voices and the fruit machine glow of the late night lock in.
A world away without the right face, the right knock, the money in your pocket.
You are asleep under a duck down duvet, in a curtained bedroom, behind one, two,
three locked doors. How then can I reach you?
An elderly dog walker stuffed deep in hooded, quilted clothes walks towards me. I
clench the bunch of keys in my pocket. His dog scurries round the empire of smells while
the walker remembers a lifetime of treading the same pavement with parents, with
partners, with pride. I start moving the keys. People don’t like to be startled, not at this
time of night, not by someone like me. Rattle, like a charity worker collecting change.
Rattle, like a convict in chains. Rattle, like a snake before it strikes.
The man looks up. In my pocket, I hold a skeleton key between my fingers, its
serrated teeth sharp enough to open a face. Sometimes they ask, ‘Time, do you have the
time?’ or ‘Light, do you have a light?’ as if I walked the night carrying these things. I escape
down a cobbled alley where graffiti artists have practised their art in pyrotechnic snarls.
My fingers run down the keys’ shafts, bows, bittings! There is something satisfying about
their weight. On night time ramblings, I collect dropped keys and add them to the bunch.
Over the years, or the months, or weeks, I have collected hundreds of them. One day I will
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have the key to every house, car and safe in this city and at that point it won’t matter that I
don’t know which key fits which door. But, I am not someone you have to change your
locks for. I have stood at the edge of vast car parks knowing that were I to press all the car
keys in my collection, at least one vehicle would flash its lights. But what use would that be
to me? I am not interested in theft, just in the feeling that when my time comes I will have
the right key for the right door.
Dragging a new piece of chalk along the wall, I slip out of light and time. The chalk
lines are the only way to know where I’ve been, to ensure I don’t repeat the same steps
again. These dead ends and crescents and concentric circles. It is not like the centre with
its neat grid. But in this city where the rain does not so much fall from the sky as seep from
the sandstone tenements, slicken the roads, and slake the drains, how can I be sure that the
lines are not washed off, that I have not walked this way before?
The streets have names and there are patterns. Parsonage Square, Blackfriars Road
and Cathedral Street. Cochrane, Glassford and Buchanan Street. Virginia, Jamaica and St
Vincent Street. The street names are bolted onto buildings, as if they might forget who they
are. And I have torn my own clothes off in search of a name tag sewn in a seam, initials
inked onto a label. But I am not a lost dog or a careless child. And who knows if these
clothes are even mine? They smell like me, but the coat is too large and even with the
buttons fastened the wind and cold sneak in. I have started at the beginning of the alphabet
and gone through every name I can remember. I walk the aisles of libraries in search of a
name that fits, that clicks. If I can’t remember what I’m called, or why the streets have their
names, how can I find where you live?
Sometimes the keys are held together by personalised key rings – a wooden
ladybird, plastic Eiffel Tower, a beaded red chili. I throw these things away. I don’t want to
be reminded that these keys have owners. The keys come in useful though. Nothing
confers respect like a massive bunch of keys. Clumping them down on counters when
searching for change can stifle the sighs of the most suspicious shop assistants. And when
backed into a corner and with nowhere to run, they are second to none
In the tenements a bathroom light is turned on. The motorway murmurs morning to the
city, but the city slumbers on. In a few hours, the glass house will be opened and I will sit in
the humid air amidst the smell of compost and vegetation, hidden by Jurassic-sized ferns,
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surrounded by statues the moist air condensing in the clefts of their cold, nude bodies.
Sometimes I speak to a woman who tends the plants. By speak I mean she asks me
questions and I try to answer them. It doesn’t seem to matter what I say, busy as she is
with her planting and weeding and seeding and sowing. At other times, I take off my boots
and slip into the goldfish pond, to clean my feet, to feel alive, to steal the coins that people
had made wishes on.
But I am tired now and there are hours to go until the glass house opens. It seems
likely that the Half-way House is a mile from here – set amidst a derelict desert of syringes
and shattered carry outs; scorched earth, blackened shopping trollies, the melted remains
of scrap that harboured salvageable metal. The building is no less post-apocalyptic. Wiremesh windows, sentinels stationed permanently by the door, wreathed in smoke, as
reliable as wax works. But even they won’t let me in. Not for an hour or two. And I can’t
remember what the Half-way house is half way between.
Although my shoulders are wrapped up around my ears and it’s cold enough to
freeze in your sleep, there is an abandoned sofa in this ally way that promises comfort. The
sofa isn’t burst or stained or torn, but its florid fabric is unfashionable and worn. There are
dents where a tired body sank after work. I consider hoisting my feet up but keep them on
the ground out of respect for things once treasured that are now trash. Soon it will be used
as a trampoline or a urinal but for this last moment it is still a sofa. The body that rested
here was larger than mine and I feel myself sink into someone else’s resting place. I sniff
the cushioned material. Sofas soak up the smell of home. All the curries and fry-ups, air
fresheners and damp dogs, couplings and spilt wine.
From behind a steamed-up window a man’s voice, sonorous yet searing, sings sadly
– the kind of song that we can only indulge ourselves with when we are sure no one is
listening. Although the words are in a language I don’t understand, I feel that I am
intruding and walk on, tears budding in my eyes.
Further down the alley there is a shed in which an old man keeps budgies, parquets
and parrots. How do I know this? A cat lounges on its roof and I remember that there are
always cats prowling around the shed’s wire-mesh grills. Like window shoppers they don’t
seem frustrated by what they cannot get, but are instead fascinated by the hysterical
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flashes of colour inside. I have watched this before: the cats’ apparent patience, the birds’
apparent terror. I know the smell of their shit and seeds and the warmed chipboard.
I look around for something else familiar and pull the keys from my pocket. I
bounce the bunch in my hands. Nothing. A woman washes breakfast dishes talking to an
invisible person over her shoulder. For a second I am sure that she is staring at me, but
then I realise she is talking to her ghost reflection in the window. Rooms padded with
heavy books, soft curtains and well watered plants are lit up. It is time to move on.
Next to the bird-shed, I see an upright piano, an abandoned mattress slumped over
it like some closing-time drunk. The piano looks in good condition and the case has been
closed over to protect it from the elements. My fingertips’ fascination with the jagged teeth
of the keys in my pocket, stop.

Pulling out the bunch, I select a small silver key. That

feeling, when a key slips into the lock that it was made for. With a faint metallic click the
case opens. The white piano keys are discoloured but intact. I look around and find a
mahogany stool with a red leather seat. It is heavy, but I expected that. Once the stool is in
place, I sit on it and rest the tips of my fingers on the keys and my toes on the pedals. My
back straightens and I take the deepest breath. Strange, but I haven’t thought about
breathing for years. I feel terrified, but what can be wrong with an upright man playing an
upright piano? I listen to my heart and wait until, like a metronome, it is ticking at the
correct beat. I play an arpeggio with my right hand. Some of the keys make a sound like a
distant muffled bell. I begin to play, and hear snatches of harmony lost amongst a
discordant polka. I tap my feet and try to keep time. I close my eyes and try again, but my
fingers refuse to remember.
I stand up. The piano stool is heavy because it is full of music. The seat does not lift.
Taking out my keys, I rattle one after another into the lock. Some are obviously too big.
Some fit but don’t turn, some turn but don’t click. The keys are slick with tears and I can’t
remember which I have tried and which I have not. I let them drop to the ground.
Back on the stool, I arch my back, which has become stooped from the cold nights of
walking. The stool is the perfect height and my forearms are parallel to the ground. My
fingers itch to play music, to cover the muffled moans of the motorway, but I am left
marveling at my numbed and gnarled fingers, the nails so long and filthy. Looking to the
heavens, I see a staccato of starlings on a stave of telephone wires. I play their tune and it is
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good. On the brick wall in front of me, crotchets of lichen grow on bricks and in the
cemented lines between them. I add trills and grace notes to their melody. I keep time.
The jagged glass on top of the wall catches the alleyway’s sodium light in a double ff for
fortissimo.
Curtains are opened and heads appear at tenement windows. These too I can read
as easily as sheet music. My left hand rests on the keys and improvises a bass line
accompaniment. My feet push up and down on the peddles and I howl with joy because the
music inside the piano stool is inside me.
The woman in the tenement stops washing the dishes. She opens the window and
looks like she will sing along, for she knows the tune that I am playing.
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Funerals
John Bolland

At least with a closed casket they won’t wink at you
(or not that you could notice). The worst thing
would be to drop the box or possibly
the hole gets dug too short
or narrow.
A crate of malt
delivered to the graveside indicates
a modicum of foresight on the part of the deceased.
Later, over sausage rolls and beer and sandwiches and lukewarm
tea, the corpsing (sorry) starts, as giggling with anxiety we try –
dead in the water and dying on our arses –
to avoid all metaphors alluding to mortality.
We fail, of course. Curl up and die.
Faced with the grievousness of loss. Knowing
being lost is sometimes funny.
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Sunset Reflections on the Clyde
Liam Dowd
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